
For Assignment Four, you’ll submit a 2,000-word essay or critical review on a subject
that relates both to the content of this course and your own photographic practice. It’s a
good idea to start thinking about this now. Read the relevant section at the start of Part
Four and start considering some ideas. You’ll need to submit a short proposal to your
tutor before you start researching or writing in earnest; you must submit this by the time
you begin Part 4 at the latest. See Exercise 4.1 on p.118.

Write a 2,000-word essay (excluding any quotes) on one of the areas of landscape
practice you have encountered during this course so far.
The critical review is an opportunity for you to gain a greater insight into an area, theme,
debate or other issue relating to landscape photography that is of particular interest
to you. You must choose a topic that’s relevant to your own practice in some way, in
order to help you to contextualise your practice and to show that your understanding of
landscape photography is informed by relevant practitioners. You should include an indepth
evaluation of the work of key practitioners that you reference in your essay. Where
appropriate, also reference your own individual images, bodies of work and ongoing or
forthcoming projects.
Your written work should clearly show that you have engaged with theoretical, historical
and cultural debates around landscape practice within photography and visual culture,
and demonstrate that you have developed academically as well as creatively.
To sum up, your critical review should demonstrate that you can:
• understand relevant topics and issues around landscape practice
• use research skills competently
• analyse appropriate resources
• articulate your own, informed ideas at a level commensurate with HE5 level study.
Remember to include:
• correctly cited references and quotations (Harvard referencing system)
• referenced illustrations
• word counts, both excluding and including quotations.
Finally, make sure that your essay is critical rather than narrative. This means that you
should focus your efforts on evaluating, comparing, contrasting and questioning the
work and theoretical ideas, and not on recounting biographical or historical information,
unless it has a significant relation to practice.

Ideas Change of land use

Imaginary landscapes

The need to take pretty landscape photos

Final topic: Can manufactured digital landscapes be 
more successful images than traditional landscape 
photographs?

Examples of manufactured landscapes

n order to protect and restore nature we need stronger means. Ilkka Halso has continued his conquest 
in order to save the world. He presents plans for brighter and more durable millennium. Museum of 
Nature is next step in continuum of imaginative nature restoring project, which started year 2000 as 
Restoration exhibition. Restoration series was about restoring single nature objects in means of 
technology and engineering. Museum project takes one step further. I make plans and construct visually 
buildings, which protect nature from treaths of pollution and what is more important from actions of 
man. I visualize shelters, massive buildings where big ecosystems could be stored as they are found 
today, in the present. These massive buildings protect forests, lakes and rivers from pollution and, more 
importantly, they protect nature from the actions of man himself. At the same time, I study different 
aspects of man’s relation to nature as though a rare, unique and endangered place.. While putting 
nature into a museum you have to take under consideration aspect of audience/ consumer. Nature 
becomes joyride for turists or beautyfull landscape turns into a meditative theatre show. Project is 
based on pessimistic vision of what is happening on earth. I am looking into future and I am not very 
happy about that. I am considering these pictures more as visual pamphlets than estetical images. 
Digital process is constantly present in the works. I am combining freely photographs of landscapes and 
computer genereted 3D-models. Works are visualized building plans, plans I do not want to see realized. 

ILKKA HALSO esittää/presents

Biography
In his photography-oriented practice, Joan Fontcuberta challenges the authority of his medium to 
examine the subjectivity of truth and perception. His work questions the dogma of media, 
technology, religion, medicine, government, academia, the art world, and science, such as in Fauna 
Secret, where he created an archive of realistic documents describing fictitious plants and animals—

like winged monkeys with unicorn horns—which he exhibited as a genuine scientific catalog. In other work, 
Fontcuberta has repurposed geographic software, originally designed to render photorealistic landscapes 
from scanned data (like maps), by loading images such as landscape paintings by Paul 
Cézanne or Salvador Dalí, or scans of his body parts. The software translates these into 
hyperrealistic scenes of lakes, mountains, and skies. Fontcuberta also creates photomosaics, 
compiled with images conjured from Google search, in order to explore the anonymous discourse of 
the Internet

From <https://www.artsy.net/artist/joan-fontcuberta> 

Examples of practitioners
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Inventing Nature. Pflanzen in der Kunst

From <https://www.morawa.at/detail/ISBN-9783864423123/Voigt-Kirsten/Inventing-Nature.-Pflanzen-in-der-Kunst> 

Eingeladen, in einen -Dialog mit diesen tradierten -Positionen zu treten, sind u.a. folgende 
zeitgenössische Künstler innen: Abbas -Akhavan, Julian Charrière, Simone Demandt, Mark Dion, Spencer 
Finch, Joan Fontcuberta, Ilkka Halso, Joan Jonas, Bernd Koberling, Christiane Löhr, Theresa Lükenwerk, 
Tobias -Rehberger, Martin Schwenk, Julia Schmidt, Kiki Smith, Gerda Steiner & Jörg -Lenzlinger, Robert 
Voit, Lois Weinberger, Erwin Wurm

From <https://www.morawa.at/detail/ISBN-9783864423123/Voigt-Kirsten/Inventing-Nature.-Pflanzen-in-der-Kunst> 

Robert Voit | New Trees

Digital-Landscape DeviantArt Gallery

Field Sunset by ConfirmedBurger 
on DeviantArt

t1na - Student, Digital Artist | DeviantArt

Digital art
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Jump to navigationJump to search

Maurizio Bolognini, Programmed Machines (Nice, France, 1992–97). An installation at the intersection of digital art 
and conceptual art (computers are programmed to generate flows of random images which nobody would see).
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The image of the computer virus Chernobyl, created by Ukrainian new media artist Stepan Ryabchenko in 2011.

Irrational Geometrics digital art installation 2008 by Pascal Dombis

Joseph Nechvatal birth Of the viractual 2001 computer-robotic assisted acrylic on canvas

The Cave Automatic Virtual Environment at the University of Illinois, Chicago

Digital art is an artistic work or practice that uses digital technology as part of the creative or 
presentation process. Since the 1960s, various names have been used to describe the process, 
including computer art and multimedia art.[1] Digital art is itself placed under the larger umbrella 
term new media art.[2][3]

After some initial resistance,[4] the impact of digital technology has transformed activities such 
as painting, drawing, sculpture and music/sound art, while new forms, such as net art, digital installation 
art, and virtual reality, have become recognized artistic practices.[5] More generally the term digital artist 
is used to describe an artist who makes use of digital technologies in the production of art. In an 
expanded sense, "digital art" is contemporary art that uses the methods of mass production or digital 
media.[6]

From <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_art> 

A giant gorilla swinging from the Empire State Building in Peter 

Jackson’s King Kong, and the entire world of Pandora in James 

Cameron’s Avatar, would have been impossible to produce without CGI 

(computer-generated imagery)—which utilizes computer graphics to create or 

enhance special visual effects. Often, magical movie moments come to mind when 

people think of CGI, but did you know that the process has been implemented in the 

art world for over 50 years?

In 1965 the first two exhibitions on computer art took place—“Computer-

Generated Pictures” at the Howard Wise Gallery in New York City and “Generative 

Computergrafik” at the Technische Hochschule in Stuttgart, Germany. And in 

1985, Andy Warhol created digital art with a Commodore Amiga personal 

computer when he manipulated a monochromatic image of singer Debbie 

Harry by adding color via flood fills. Since then, CGI (also referred to as 3D 

computer graphics and existing under the broader umbrella term: new 

media art) has only continued to transform the art world. The rapid evolution 

of innovative technologies and increased access to CGI software has 

amplified the creative opportunities available to artists.

While there are currently more artists working in the digital space than ever 

before, here’s a list of 6 noteworthy creatives who are making unique and 
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before, here’s a list of 6 noteworthy creatives who are making unique and 

cutting-edge art with CGI.

TAKESHI MURATA  

Image via yamamotogendai.org

New York-based artist Takeshi Murata is best known for his technique of 

“datamoshing,” a form of glitch art where he manipulates the pixels of two 

distinct videos to create one psychedelic, vividly amalgamated moving image. 

In his computer-generated still lifes, Murata critiques consumer culture by 

haphazardly including objects like a smartphone with a shattered screen or a 

Coors Light can into the quiet, sterile settings. These digital still lifes conjure 

up the surrealist imagery of Salvador Dalí as well as traditional 17th-century 

Dutch and Flemish paintings. Murata’s CGI process is entirely a DIY one—the 

artist sharpened his skills by watching instructional YouTube videos since he didn’t 

have access to a Hollywood animation studio.  

From <https://www.artspace.com/magazine/art_101/art-tech/how-do-they-do-that-the-art-of-cgi-explained-via-6-digital-
artists-pushing-the-medium-forward-56410> 

ArtStation - Photorealistic CGI Mountain Range Flyover, Sawyer Watson

Computer-generated imagery (CGI) is the application of computer graphics to create or contribute to 
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Computer-generated imagery (CGI) is the application of computer graphics to create or contribute to 
images in art, printed media, video games, films, television programs, shorts, commercials, videos, 
and simulators. The images may be dynamic or static, and may be two-dimensional (2D), although the 
term "CGI" is most commonly used to refer to the 3-D computer graphics used for creating characters, 
scenes and special effects in films and television, which is described as 'CGI animation'. It was first used 
in the 1988 film Willow.[1]

From <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer-generated_imagery> 

Competitions

CGTrader Digital Art Competition | CGTrader

7th Annual “ALL LANDSCAPE” Online Art Competition — Contemporary Art Gallery Online Exhibitions

Concept Design/2D Artists

Adam Adamowicz - Recently deceased Bethesda concept artist behind 
Skyrim and Fallout 3. He had a style all his own.

•

Noah Bradley - Environment artist with a knack for dramatic lighting.•

Ryan Church - Environment and vehicle design.•

James Clyne - Mechanical and environment design.•

Dylan Cole - Another top-tier environment artist.•

Thierry “Barontierie” Doizon - Generalist—very painterly.•

Cecil Kim - Environments.•

James Paick - Environment design.•

Dave Rapoza - Character artist with rendering skills right up there with 
Frazetta himself.

•

Scott Robertson - Industrial design, vehicles, mechs.•

Andree Wallin - One of our favorites. Mostly environments and mattes.•

Feng Zhu - Absurdly prolific environment artist with a cool, loose style.•

This list reflects an interest in environmental design but it's still worth exploring 
if your own interests differ.

From <https://www.lifewire.com/concept-artists-to-inspire-2117> 

Quick Tour — Dylan Cole Studio (squarespace.com)

The Art of Feng Zhu : 60 Memorable Illustrations (iamag.co)

CGSociety

E-on Software 3D CG Environment Competition 2017 – Now Open – 3D Design News, Software Releases 
& More – CAD Software Direct Blog

Computer Animation
The “Computer Animation” category has been part of the Prix 
Ars Electronica since its very inception, and its development 
continues to display strength and vitality. It recognizes 
excellence in independent work in the arts and sciences as 
well as in high-end commercial productions in the film, 
advertising and entertainment industries. In this category, 
artistic originality counts just as much as masterful technical 
achievement.
In recent years, computer animation has become a driving 
force for many new areas that go beyond screens, both 
artistically and technically. To recognize this important role, 
the category’s jurors are once again eagerly looking forward 
to encountering exciting experiments and promising directions 
based on broadened interpretations of computer animation.

From <https://ars.electronica.art/prix/en/categories/computer-animation/> 

Aron Kamolz talked about the way he produces incredibly 
realistic landscapes with Vue and World Machine, 
compared Vue and SpeedTree and more.
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CGSociety

Create a Photorealistic Landscape in Ten Minutes - C4D & Octane

Cgart Landscape projects | Photos, videos, logos, illustrations and branding on Behance

Some of the most fascinating research out there on machine 
learning as applied to art is being conducted by the enterprising 
researchers at Rutgers University’s Art and Artificial Intelligence 
Laboratory. Computer scientists there have previously developed 
algorithms to study artistic influence and to measure creativity in 
art history. Most recently, the lab’s team turned toward something 
a little different: it generated entirely new artworks using a new 
computational system that role plays as an artist, attempting to 
demonstrate creativity without any need for a human mind.

Aron Kamolz talked about the way he produces incredibly 
realistic landscapes with Vue and World Machine, 
compared Vue and SpeedTree and more.
Aron Kamolz talked about the way he produces incredibly 
realistic landscapes with Vue and World Machine, 
compared Vue and SpeedTree and more.

Introduction

From <https://80.lv/articles/mimicking-the-nature-with-vue-and-world-machine/> 
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More images generated by the system

The results of this study were published last month in a paper 
penned by Ahmed Elgammal, Bingchen Liu, Mohamed Elhoseiny, 
and Marian Mazzone. To test their system, the researchers 
showed the generated artworks to a pool of 18 people to judge, 
mixed with 50 images of real paintings — half by famous Abstract 
Expressionists and half shown at Art Basel 2016, a fair that represents 

“the forefront of human creativity,” as Elgammal told Hyperallergic.

The results: participants largely preferred the machine-created 
artworks to those made by humans, and many even thought that 
the majority of works at Art Basel were generated by the 
programmed system. So, computers may be getting closer to 
autonomously producing their own art that people deem creative. 
Also, zombie formalism is real.

Although it creates its own images, the network, dubbed a Creative 
Adversarial Network (CAN), relies on creative human works during 
its learning process. Researchers programmed it to study 
80,000 WikiArt images of Western paintings from the 15th to the 
20th century so that it knew what kind of images have traditionally 
been aesthetically appealing. But the scientists didn’t want to 
devise a system that could merely emulate history paintings, genre 

scenes, landscapes, and portraits in established styles — a 
machine that truly has artificial intelligence, after all, must be creative. 
Once the system learned these styles, it then worked to deviate from 
them.

“The system has two interactive components: one that generates 
art and one that judges art,” Elgammal told Hyperallergic. “The 
judge is supposed to be trained on art and knows styles; the 
creator tries to create something that tests the taste of the judge so 
it will think the [generated work] is art but at the same time 
confuses the judge about what kind of art and style it is. By doing 
so, [the creator] tries to do something novel that doesn’t fit into 
established styles but is still aesthetically appealing.”

From <https://hyperallergic.com/391059/humans-prefer-computer-generated-paintings-to-those-at-art-basel/> 
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